We hope our newsletters continue to find you and your loved ones safe and doing well! We are experiencing a delay with our vendor for camp refunds, however, we hope to be processing these in the next two weeks to the original form of payment. We apologize for the inconvenience and will send you a confirmation email once your refund has been processed. *Please note it can take up to 10 business days to show up in your account after the transaction has been completed.

INSPIRATIONAL KIDS QUOTE

"Keep your face always towards the sunshine- and the shadows will fall behind you." - Walt Whitman

DEVELOPING GOOD HABITS!

FUN ACTIVITIES

For Ages 5-7
- How to draw Mickey Mouse!
- How to make Kid Sushi that's quick, easy and fun to eat!
- Learn how to make milk art!

For Ages 8-10
- Learn how to make a lava lamp!
- Learn how to make a paper airplane!
- Learn how to do acrylic pour painting!

GAME OF THE WEEK

Memory Game

Materials Needed:
- Deck of cards

Set Up:
- Grab a deck of cards and pick out 8 pairs of cards. Shuffle the cards and place them face down in a 4 by 4 square on a table.

How to Play:
- Have the first player pick two cards and turn them over. If they don't match, the player will put them back where they found them. If they match, the player gets to keep the cards and go again. Continue this until there are no cards left on the table.

How to Win:
- The player with the most amount of pairs wins!

KORET PLAY AT HOME HANDBOOK

Here's even more games for you and your family to play at home! We've added even more activities on our Koret Play at Home Handbook!

RIDDLES

1. What goes all the way around the world but stays in the corner?
2. What has four fingers and a thumb, but is not living?
3. What is black, white, and blue?

Answers from previous week: A sponge; Your right elbow; Light

CLOSING REMARKS

Follow the Koret Health & Recreation Center (@usfkoret) on Instagram to keep in touch with us! Share ideas for our next newsletter with the Rec Sports Manager (jyjavier@usfca.edu) and stay safe!